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Bringing People Together



THE BRIEF



RSA Brief
Cultivating Community

How might we re-imagine common spaces to build diverse communities 
through food?
How to approach this:

• Social and Environmental Impact
• How does the proposal make a positive difference for people and/or the natural world?
• How is the approach empowering people?
• How have you combined first-hand Research with a review of existing research and trends? 
• How can you show a clear path between your key insights and your proposal?
• How are your insights grounded in people’s needs and desires? 
• What’s the bigger picture?
• How have you considered the root causes of the challenge you’re exploring?
• How does your idea connect to a wider set of issues?
• What might be some unintended consequences of your proposal?
• Have you considered potential models for how your proposal could work in the real world?
• How could it be funded and sustained financially?
• How would you measure success? 
• How is your idea different from existing ideas?
• Are there unexpected or surprising elements in your proposal?





MY IDEA



Brunch & Brew

What is Brunch & Brew?

My idea originated from a concept developed within a group during the workshop in class - the 
Pensioners Lunch Club. I refined this further by combining volunteering, the elderly and food 
together to come up with the - Caring Caters. This would be open to people aged 16 - 40 who 
would volunteer their time to host breakfasts or food social events within care homes. 

This idea was too complicated, though, as I realised that the volunteers would need a food hygiene 
certificate to handle food and cook dishes in the care homes. After talking to Chris, I simplified my 
idea to something I’m now pleased with -

Tea for Two - My original name before I decided to change it after brain storming!
Brunch & Brew is a volunteering organisation which will work with young people aged 16 - 19. We 
will offer to pair them off with an elderly person in the care home, so every volunteer has a partner. 
They’ll host afternoon tea and get to know one another over sandwiches and a cuppa.

This makes the idea intergenerational as it’s letting people from two very different age groups 
interact and converse with one another, when they may not have otherwise. It’s also enabling 
them to further develop social skills and use their time for positive impact within the community. 
It definitely has a community impact, and it’s meeting the RSA brief requirements as it’s bringing 
people together over food and tea



USER PERSONAS









CHOOSING A NAME



THE LOGO PROCESS



Exploring with 
Typography

iPad Sketches with
Procreate



Initial Logo Idea Experimenting with 
different icons



Developing a possible 
idea

Refining the Idea



The Final Logo

I’ve development this logo using the colour palette of an image of      
afternoon tea. The selected font I’ve used is a sans-serif font - Luca 
Regular. I really like the last logo, as I’ve added small details to the 
teacup such as the teabag label and the 2 strokes coming out of the 
up to indicate that it’s hot tea.



WIREFRAMES







USER FLOWS







STYLE TILE





Hoody Mock-up Design

I decided to do a quick mock-up of the Brunch & Brew logo on a hoody. As, I wanted to see how my 
branding would look on clothing. It also reflects merchandise that the young people could wear 
when they participate in the Volunteering Program. 

The idea behind it, is that when the young people sign up to Brunch and Brew they will receive a 
hoody on their first volunteering visit. It means that they have the option to continue wearing the 
hoody when they return to volunteer on a more regular basis. It also helps them feel a part of the 
community. Which is one of the key messages in the RSA brief.


